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Objective: To develop a consensus on the diagnostic criteria for chronic endometritis (CE) at hysteroscopy (HSC), and to evaluate these
proposed criteria in a randomized-controlled observer study.
Design: Systematic review of studies evaluating the diagnostic accuracy of HSC in CE diagnosis; Delphi consensus on hysteroscopic
diagnostic criteria for CE; randomized-controlled observer study to evaluate the reproducibility of the proposed diagnostic criteria.
Setting: Not applicable.
Participant(s): Experts from different countries were involved in the systematic review and contributed to the Delphi consensus. Phy-
sicians from different countries were involved in the observer study.
Intervention(s): After reaching consensus on the diagnostic criteria, the Delphi poll created a questionnaire including 100 hysteroscopic
pictures (50 from women with CE [domain 1] and 50 from women without CE [domain 2]), with a single question per picture (Answer_A:
suggestive of CE; answer B: not suggestive of CE). A total of 200 physicians were invited to take part in the observer study. Before completing
the questionnaire, physicians were randomized to receive a description of the diagnostic criteria (group A) or no such information (group B).
Main Outcome Measure(s): The primary outcome was to compare the questionnaire scores for the two groups of observers. The sec-
ondary outcome was to assess the interobserver agreement in the diagnosis of CE in each group.
Result(s): A total of 126 physicians completed the questionnaire (62 in group A and 64 in group B). Observers in group A obtained
higher total scores compared with those in group B (P< .001). Specifically, group A showed higher mean score in domain 1
(P< .001), but not in domain 2 (P¼ .975). A substantial agreement was found among observers in group A (intraclass correlation co-
efficient [ICC] 0.78), whereas a fair agreement was found among observers in group B (ICC 0.40).
Conclusion(s): This randomized-controlled observer study found a positive impact of our criteria on physicians' ability to recognize
CE. (Fertil Steril� 2019;112:162–73. �2019 by American Society for Reproductive Medicine.)
El resumen está disponible en Español al final del artículo.
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C hronic endometritis (CE) is a persistent inflammatory
condition of endometrial mucosa characterized by
the presence of plasma cells in endometrial stroma

(1, 2). This condition may be caused by a variety of
microorganisms, mainly gram-negative and intracellular
bacteria (i.e., Enterococcus faecalis, Mycoplasma, Urea-
plasma, Chlamydia, Escherichia coli, and Streptococcus
spp.) (3–5).

CE is often asymptomatic but may also cause abnormal
uterine bleeding (AUB), pelvic discomfort, dyspareunia, and
leucorrhea (6, 7). In addition, CE may contribute to
infertility and recurrent pregnancy loss (RPL) (8, 9).

The prevalence of CE in the medical literature varies based
on the investigated patient population and diagnostic
approach. Prevalence estimates range from 13.95% to
57.55% in women with repeated in vitro fertilization failure
(10, 11), from 7% to 56% in women with RPL (5, 9), and
from 1.4% to 52% in women with AUB (1, 2).

Clinical examination and transvaginal ultrasound are
nonspecific for CE (12, 13). The current criterion standard
for the diagnosis of CE is histopathology with hematoxylin
and eosin staining, but it is limited by high interobserver
and intraobserver variability in the recognition of
endometrial plasma cells (14, 15). The use of
immunohistochemistry stains for CD-138, a proteoglycan
found on the surface of plasma cells, is considered by many
to be the most reliable and accurate diagnostic tool for CE
(7, 16). However, its use is limited to patients with clinical
suspicion of CE.

Fluid hysteroscopy (HSC) is a minimally invasive gyneco-
logic procedure for the diagnosis and therapy of intrauterine
pathology (17–19). It is cost-effective, has a low risk of com-
plications, and is an integral part of the diagnostic workup in
women with reproductive issues or a history of AUB (20–22).
HSC allows a thorough investigation of the endometrial
cavity, including obtaining directed biopsies (19, 23).

Studies have suggested that CE is characterized by spe-
cific macroscopic modifications of endometrium, including
mucosal edema and micropolyps, which can be identified
via HSC (24–26). Nevertheless, because of a lack of
consensus on the endometrial features of CE, the diagnostic
accuracy of HSC varies widely across studies (sensitivity
and specificity ranging from 40% to 100% and from 56% to
92.5%, respectively, with the use of immunohistochemistry
for CD-138 as reference standard) (27, 28).

The aim of the present study was to develop a consensus
on the diagnostic criteria for CE at HSC, based on a critical
appraisal of the current literature. These proposed criteria
were evaluated in a randomized-controlled observer study.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This was a multiphase study conducted from September 2017
to October 2018. The study included the following three
phases: (1) systematic review of studies evaluating the diag-
nostic accuracy of HSC in the diagnosis of CE; (2) critical
appraisal of the results of the systematic review and definition
of hysteroscopic diagnostic criteria for CE; and (3)
randomized-controlled interobserver study to evaluate the
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reproducibility of the proposed diagnostic criteria. A diagram
including the different phases of the study is available in
Figure 1.
Systematic Review

Search strategy. Electronic databases (Medline, Scopus, Em-
base, Sciencedirect, the Cochrane library, Clinicaltrials.gov,
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, EU Clinical
Trials Register, and World Health Organization International
Clinical Trials Registry Platform) were searched from their in-
ceptions to December 2017. As recommended by different au-
thors (29, 30), we exclusively used the terms related to the
index test (‘‘hysteroscopy’’) and the target condition
(‘‘endometritis’’ OR ‘‘endometrial inflammation’’) to
maximize the sensitivity of the search.

Inclusion criteria. All randomized controlled trials and
observational studies (prospective, retrospective, and
nonconcurrent cohort studies, case-control studies) investi-
gating the diagnostic power of HSC for CE were potentially
eligible. Review articles, case reports and series, and meeting
abstracts were excluded. Studies evaluating other subtypes
of endometrial inflammation, such as acute, subacute, or
tubercular endometritis also were excluded. We considered
only full-text manuscripts written in the English language.
Further inclusion criteria were: the use of histologic exami-
nation as a reference standard for CE diagnosis; a clear
description of diagnostic criteria for hysteroscopic detection
of CE; the use of fluid distension medium for HSC; and
adequate timing for HSC during the proliferative phase of
the menstrual cycle.

Study selection and data extraction. Titles and abstracts
were independently screened by two authors (A.V., E.C.).
The same authors independently assessed studies for inclu-
sion and extracted data about study features (design, country,
and time line of the study), populations (number of partici-
pants and characteristics), hysteroscopic diagnostic criteria,
histologic diagnostic criteria, and study outcomes. A manual
search of references of included studies was also performed to
avoid missing relevant data. The results were compared, and
any disagreement was resolved by consensus.

End points. End points were sensitivity, specificity, positive
predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV)
of the index test (HSC) in detecting CE (in relation to the refer-
ence standard of histologic CE).
Definition of the Diagnostic Criteria

The diagnostic criteria were established with the use of the
‘‘Delphi method.’’ A Delphi poll involving six gynecologists
(E.C., A.K., R.L, S.B, A.V., and S.H.) from the International
Working Group for Standardization of Chronic Endometritis
Diagnosis was performed. We used a modified Delphi tech-
nique in which questionnaire rounds were followed by an on-
line conference call to discuss and validate (by voting) the
results. Questionnaire was built on the basis of diagnostic
criteria described in the literature and completed anony-
mously by each author.
163
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FIGURE 1

Flow diagram displaying all the implementation stages of the study.
Cicinelli. Chronic endometritis at hysteroscopy. Fertil Steril 2019.
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Two Delphi rounds were planned. In the first Delphi round
the experts judged each of the criteria included in the studies
with a score ranging from 1 to 10 (1–5: poor relevance; 6–10:
high relevance). The question was, ‘‘How relevant is this sign
for the identification of chronic endometritis?’’ Proposals of
additional items not included in the questionnaire were also
encouraged. Agreement was defined when a score was
reached independently by at least four of the experts.

In the second round, participants were asked to rate again
only the procedure that did not reach the optimal levels of
agreement and disagreement.
Observer Study

Study design. The reproducibility of the diagnostic criteria
was evaluated through an international randomized-
164
controlled observer study. All of the observers were
enrolled by e-mail. Digital pictures were obtained from
reproductive-age patients referred for diagnostic HSC at
the Department of Obstretrics and Gynecology, University
of Bari, Italy.

Ethical approval. The study was exempt from Institutional
Review Board approval because it did not involve any inter-
vention for patients and all digital pictures were anonymized
before inclusion in the questionnaire.

Randomization. All of the clinicians recruited were ran-
domized into two groups (in a 1:1 ratio) before the ques-
tionnaire assignment: Group A received a description of
the diagnostic criteria established by our team in the first
page of the questionnaire (questionnaire A), whereas group
B received an equivalent questionnaire without any
VOL. 112 NO. 1 / JULY 2019
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information about diagnostic criteria (questionnaire B). The
randomization was stratified according to professional
position (residents and specialists in obstetrics and
gynecology).

Randomization was performed with the use of a simple
randomization software (available at http://cafe.naver.com/
easy2know/6427) using the letters A and B. Allocation was
concealed by a clinician who was not involved in the study
by forwarding questionnaire A to clinicians in group A and
questionnaire B to clinicians in group B.

Questionnaire. Each observer was asked to complete a ques-
tionnaire. The questionnaire included 100 hysteroscopic dig-
ital pictures (50 from women with CE [domain 1] and 50 from
women without CE [domain 2]) sorted by a random sequence.
At the bottom of each picture, observers were asked to answer
a single question (A: suggestive for CE; B: not suggestive for
CE). Each correct answer was equal to 1 point (with a
maximum of 100 points in case of no errors). On the last
page of the questionnaire some additional personal informa-
tion was requested: date of birth, estimated amount of hyster-
oscopies performed, and country of current affiliation. All
details about patients, the strategy for picture acquisition
and criteria for ascertaining CE diagnosis are described in
Supplemental Appendix 1 (available online at www.
fertstert.org).

Study outcomes. The primary outcome was to compare the
questionnaire scores for the two groups of observers. The sec-
ondary outcome was to assess the interobserver agreement in
the diagnosis of CE in each group. A subgroup analysis also
was planned with the purpose of investigating the impact of
observers' expertise and professional position (residents vs.
specialists) on pooled results.

Power analysis. Calculation of the sample size was based on
the following considerations: About 50% of invited observers
would not complete the questionnaire, and the control group
would score amean of 65 points.We determined that a sample
size of 140 invited observers (70 per group) would provide a
power of 80% to detect a 10% relative increase in the primary
outcome, with a two-sided type I error of 0.05 and a standard
deviation (SD) equal to �15.

Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed with
the use of SPSS software (version 22). Continuous variables
are reported as mean � SD, and qualitative variables are pre-
sented as n (%). Comparisons between baseline characteristics
were made with the use of the Student t test for continuous
variables (normally distributed), and comparisons between
categoric variables were assessed with the use of contingency
tables and chi-square test or Fisher test as necessary. Interob-
server agreement was expressed as the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC). An ICC of 0.20 was considered to be poor
agreement, 0.21–0.40 fair agreement, 0.41–0.60 moderate
agreement, 0.61–0.80 substantial agreement, and a 0.81–
1.00 perfect agreement. The ICC was calculated with the use
of a linear mixed model. Subgroup analysis was performed
to evaluate the impact of observer experience in hysteroscopy
on pooled results.
VOL. 112 NO. 1 / JULY 2019
RESULTS
Systematic Review

Search results. Literature search yielded 486 unique publica-
tions. The titles of these manuscripts were screened, resulting
in 47 studies considered to be potentially eligible for the re-
view. Of these, 28 were excluded after examination of the
abstracts and 19 were further evaluated. After the evaluation
of the full text, six studies (3, 6, 7, 9, 17, 24) were excluded
from qualitative synthesis. Among the remaining 13 studies
(27–41), only nine (27, 28, 32–37, 41) reported data on
diagnostic accuracy of HSC for CE (Table 1). Diagnostic
criteria for histologic CE and staining techniques varied
across studies (Table 2).

Hysteroscopic criteria for diagnosing CE. Specific endome-
trial features, such as micropolyps, stromal edema, focal,
and diffuse hyperemia, were considered to be suggestive
for CE in seven studies (28, 32–36, 41). In Bouet et al.'s
study (27), hysteroscopy was considered to be positive for
CE in the presence of ‘‘pedunculated and vascularized
micropolyps (<1 mm), areas of hyperemic endometrium
flushed with a white central point (strawberry aspect).’’ In
the study by Polisseni et al. (37), ‘‘signs of endometrial
congestion with many white points and blood vessels over
its surface’’ were considered to be diagnostic for CE. All
details about sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive
value, and negative predictive value of hysteroscopy for CE
detection observed across studies are reported in Table 1.
Proposal of the Diagnostic Criteria

The Delphi poll reached agreement on the following diag-
nostic criteria: (1) strawberry aspect: large areas of hyperemic
endometrium flushed with white central points (Fig. 2A); (2)
focal hyperemia: small areas of hyperemic endometrium
(Fig. 2B); (3) hemorrhagic spots: focal red areas with sharp
and irregular borders possibly in continuity with capillary
(Fig. 2C); (4) micropolyps: small intrauterine new growths
<1 mm in size with a distinct connective vascular axis,
distributed on focal areas (Fig. 2D) or on the entire endome-
trial surface (Fig. 2E); and (5) thick and pale appearance of
the endometrium in the follicular phase owing to stromal
edema (a normal finding during the secretory phase) (Fig. 2F).
Observer Study

Observers included. From January to August 2018, 200 gy-
necologists were invited to participate in this study, 139
agreed to participate, and 126 completed the questionnaire
(Supplemental Fig. 1, available online at www.fertstert.org).
The group of observers consisted of 57 residents (45.2%)
and 69 specialists (54.9%); 31 were from Italy, 26 from Brazil,
21 from Bulgaria, 25 from Spain, 12 from Israel, and 11 from
Argentina.

The mean age of observers was 46.4� 10.9 years. Among
the observers, 34 had performed<100 diagnostic hysterosco-
pies (27%), 36 had performed 100–500 hysteroscopies
(28.6%), and 56 had performed >500 hysteroscopies
165
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TABLE 1

Main features of studies found from literature review.

Author, year
Endometrial

phase Equipment
Distension
medium Diagnostic criteria Clinicians (n) Signs of CE Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV

Bouet et al., 2015 Proliferative 3-mm diagnostic
hysteroscope

Saline solution Pedunculated and vascularized
micropolyps (<1 mm)

Areas of hyperemic
endometrium flushed
with a white central
point (‘‘strawberry aspect’’)

10 20/94 (21.2%) 40% 79.7% 34.8% 83.1%

Cicinelli et al., 2015 Proliferative 3-mm diagnostic
hysteroscope

Saline solution Micropolyps
Stromal edema
Focal or diffuse hyperemia

2 70/106 (66%) 100% 80% 87.1% 100%

Yang et al., 2014 Proliferative 5-mm diagnostic
hysteroscope

Saline solution Micropolyps
Stromal edema
Focal or diffuse hyperemia

2 68/202 (33.7%) 35.2% 67.5% 45.6% 57.5%

Cicinelli et al., 2014 Proliferative 3-mm diagnostic
hysteroscope

Saline solution Micropolyps
Stromal edema
Focal or diffuse hyperemia

2 208/360 (57.8%) 100% 89.4% 91.3% 100%

Zolghadri et al., 2010 Proliferative 3-mm diagnostic
hysteroscope

Dextrose water Micropolyps
Stromal edema
Focal or diffuse hyperemia

1 96/142 (67.6%)a

42/154 (27.3%)b
98.4% 56.25% 63.5% 97.82%

Viana et al., 2015 Proliferative 2.9-mm diagnostic
hysteroscope

Saline solution Micropolyps
Stromal edema
Focal or diffuse hyperemia

3 15/100 (15%) 100% 94.5% 64.3% 92.7%

Cicinelli et al., 2005 Proliferative 2.7-mm diagnostic
hysteroscope

Saline solution Micropolyps
Stromal edema
Focal or diffuse hyperemia

2 158/910 (17.4%)c

61/150 (40.7%)d
91.8% 92.9% 63.9% 94%

Polisseni et al., 2003 Proliferative 3-mm diagnostic
hysteroscope

CO2 Signs of endometrial
congestion with many
white points and blood
vessels over its surface

1 4/50 (8%) 16.7% 93.2% 25% 89.1%

Kasius et al., 2011 Proliferative 5-mm continuous-flow
Bettocchi
hysteroscope

Saline solution na na na na na na na

Carvalho et al., 2013 10th day to 5th
postovulatory
day

Diagnostic
hysteroscope

Saline solution na na na na na na na

La Sala et al., 1998 na 5-mm diagnostic
hysteroscope

CO2 na na na na na na na

Matteo et al., 2009 Proliferative na Fluid Micropolyps
Stromal edema
Focal or diffuse hyperemia

na 9/23 (39.13%) na na na na

Kitaya et al., 2017 Proliferative 3.1-mm-diameter flexible
endoscope

Fluid na na na na na na na

Note: CE ¼ chronic endometritis; NPV ¼ negative predictive value; PPV ¼ positive predictive value; na ¼ not assessed.
a Prevalence of CE among women with recurrent spontaneous abortions.
b Prevalence of CE among fertile controls.
c Prevalence of CE among the entire, unselected study population undergoing hysteroscopy.
d Prevalence among infertile patients.
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TABLE 2

Histologic methods and sampling techniques across studies.

Author, year

Category
A: RIF
B: RPL

C: infertile

Tissue sampling Histologic examination

Endometrial
phase Timing Device Diagnostic criteria Staining Prevalence of CE

Dropout
(n)

Bouet et al., 2015 A, B Proliferative Just after HSC Pipelle R5 plasma cells on 10
nonoverlapping high-
power fields in
endometrial stroma

IHC for CD-138 RIF: 6/43 (14%) 1
RPL: 14/51 (27%) 0

Cicinelli et al., 2015 A Proliferative One cycle
after HSC

Novak Courette Superficial stromal
edema, increased
stromal density,
pleomorphic stromal
inflammatory
infiltrate dominated
by lymphocytes and
plasma cells

H&E 61/106 (57.5%) –

Yang et al., 2014 A Proliferative Just after HSC Pipelle Presence of plasma cells
in endometrial
stroma

H&E
IHC for CD-138
IHC for CD-38

Part 1: 88/202 (45.6%)
Part 2:

9/30 pregnant (30%)
13/30 nonpregnant
(43.3%)

–

Cicinelli et al., 2014 B Proliferative One cycle
after HSC

Novak Courette Superficial stromal
edema, increased
stromal density,
pleomorphic stromal
inflammatory
infiltrate dominated
by lymphocytes and
plasma cells.

H&E 190/360 (52.8%) –

Zolghadri et al., 2010 B Proliferative Just after HSC Grasping
forceps

R1 plasma cells per
high-power field in
endometrial stroma

H&E 62/142 (42.9%)
28/154 (18.2%)

–

Kasius et al., 2011 C Proliferative Just after HSC Grasping
forceps
or pipelle

Presence of
inflammatory cells,
such as plasma cells,
lymphocytes,
neutrophils, etc., in
endometrial stroma

H&E
When doubtful, IHC

for CD-20, CD-79a,
and/or CD-138

� CE diagnosis: 17/606
(2.8%)

� Possible CE: 2/606
(0.3%)

51
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TABLE 2

Continued.

Author, year

Category
A: RIF
B: RPL

C: infertile

Tissue sampling Histologic examination

Endometrial
phase Timing Device Diagnostic criteria Staining Prevalence of CE

Dropout
(n)

Carvalho et al., 2013 C 10th–20th day of cycle Just after HSC Silicone uretheral
catheter no. 8

Presence of plasma cells
in the stroma or a
significant (moderate
to intense) number of
other inflammatory
cells (lymphocytes,
neutrophils,
eosinophils, and
histiocytes)
associated with signs
of epithelium or
vessel aggression

H&E 176/435 (40.5%) -

Viana et al., 2015a C Proliferative Just after HSC Vacuum aspiration
system

na na 9/100 (9%) 5

Cicinelli et al., 2005 C Proliferative Just after HSC Novak curette Superficial stromal
edema, increased
stromal density,
pleomorphic stromal
inflammatory
infiltrate dominated
by lymphocytes, and
plasma cells

H&E 45/150 (30%) –

La Sala et al., 1998a A na Just after HSC Novak curette na na 1/100 (1%) –

Matteo et al., 2009 A, C Late secretory phase One cycle after HSC Novak curette Superficial stromal
edema, increased
stromal density,
pleomorphic stromal
inflammatory
infiltrate dominated
by lymphocytes and
plasma cells

H&E 9/23 (39.13%) –

Polisseni et al., 2003 C Proliferative Just after HSC Novak curette Identification of plasma
cells within the
endometrial stroma

H&E 6/50 (12%) –

Kitaya et al., 2017 A Proliferative Just after HSC Novak curette R0.25 endometrial
stromal plasma cells
per high-power field

H&E
IHC for CD-138

142/421 (33.7%) 17

Note: EB ¼ endometrial biopsy; FD ¼ fetal demise; H&E ¼ hematoxylin and eosin; HSC ¼ hysteroscopy; IHC ¼ immunohistochemistry; RIF ¼ repeated implantation failure; RPL ¼ recurrent pregnancy loss.
a Excluded from qualitative synthesis.
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FIGURE 2

Diagnostic criteria for chronic endometritis at fluid hysteroscopy: (A) strawberry aspect: large areas of hyperemic endometrium flushed with white
central points; (B) focal hyperemia: small areas of hyperemic endometrium; (C) hemorrhagic spots: focal red areas with sharp and irregular borders
possibly in continuity with capillary; (D, E) focal or diffuse micropolyps: small intrauterine new growths <1 mm in size with a distinct connective-
vascular axis, distributed on focal areas (D) or on all of the endometrial surface (E); (F) thick and pale appearance of the endometrium in the
follicular phase owing to stromal edema (a normal finding during the secretory phase).
Cicinelli. Chronic endometritis at hysteroscopy. Fertil Steril 2019.
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(44.4%). Sixty-two observers were allocated to group A (i.e.,
informed about the criteria; 28 residents [subgroup A1] and
34 specialists [subgroup A2]) and 64 to group B (not informed
about the diagnostic criteria; 29 residents [subgroup B1] and n
¼ 35 specialists [subgroup B2]). There was no significant dif-
ference in the baseline characteristics of the groups
(Supplemental Table 1; Supplemental Tables 1–3 are available
online at www.fertstert.org).

Synthesis of the results. Observers in group A obtained
higher total scores compared with those in group B (79.61
� 6.18 points vs. 71.92 � 8.01 points, standard deviation
[SD] þ7.69 [95% confidence interval (CI) 5.16–10.22];
P< .001). Specifically, group A showed higher mean score
in domain 1 (patients with CE; 41.77 � 3.32 points vs.
34.02 � 4.89 points, SD þ7.76 [95% CI 6.28–9.24];
P< .001), but not in domain 2 (patients without CE; 37.82 �
3.64 points vs. 37.84 � 3.93 points, SD �0.02 [95% CI
�1.36–1.31]; P¼ .975). All results are provided in
Supplemental Tables 2 and 3. A substantial agreement was
found among observers in group A. The single-measure ICC
was 0.78, with a 95% CI of 0.74–0.83 (F(99–6,039) ¼
228,235; P< .001). On the other hand, only a fair agreement
was found among observers in group B: 0.40, 95% CI 0.34–
0.48 (F(99–6237) ¼ 49,344; P< .001).
VOL. 112 NO. 1 / JULY 2019
Subgroup analysis according to observers' professional
position and expertise in hysteroscopy did not alter the statis-
tical findings of pooled results (Supplemental Table 3).

DISCUSSION
Diagnosis of Chronic Endometritis: State of the Art

The diagnosis of CE is challenging for physicians. The condi-
tion is associated with subtle symptomatology, including
dysfunctional uterine bleeding, pelvic discomfort, and leucor-
rhea, as well as nonspecific ultrasound findings, potentially
leading to misdiagnosis (6, 7, 12, 13).

The classic diagnosis of CE relies on endometrial biopsy
and histopathologic examination, where the presence of
endometrial stromal plasma cells represents the main
diagnostic marker (42, 43). Nevertheless, the microscopic
identification of plasma cells is sometimes difficult with the
use of traditional staining techniques (i.e., hematoxylin and
eosin), because endometrial stromal fibroblasts, monocytes,
and plasma cells may be not be easily distinguishable
(14,15). The addition of immunohistochemical staining for
CD-138 (also known as syndecan-1, a transmembrane hepa-
rin sulfate proteoglycan which is a specific plasma cell
marker) was recently found to improve the accuracy of micro-
scopic examination and to reduce the risk of misdiagnosis
169
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(7,16, 44). However, because of a lack of standardized criteria
for CE classification (i.e., no consensus on the minimum
number of plasma cells suggestive for CE), the
histopathologic diagnosis of CE remains subjective and can
vary across different centers (13).

Microbial culture is often used for the investigation of CE.
It is the only technique that provides objective information
about endometrial pathogens and thus allowing for germ-
targeted treatments (6). The main limitations of endometrial
culture are long turnaround time, risk of contamination
with vaginal bacteria, and the fact that not all germs are cul-
turable (3, 11). A recent study (13) showed that the use of real-
time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) may potentially
overcome many limitations of microbial culture with a faster
and more feasible and comprehensive profiling of causative
microbes for CE (by allowing for the identification of both
culturable and nonculturable microbial DNA). However, the
groundbreaking findings by Moreno et al. (13) require confir-
mation before implementation of RT-PCR in the diagnosis of
CE.

The unique technique for CE diagnosis available to gyne-
cologists is hysteroscopy. Hysteroscopy can be regarded as
the criterion standard for the evaluation of the uterine cavity
in cases of abnormal uterine bleeding, RPL, infertility, and
suspected intrauterine lesions (i.e., polyps, myomas) (17,
19–23). Because CE often coexists with these conditions, the
time of hysteroscopy mostly represents the ‘‘primum
movens’’ for raising the suspicion of CE (6, 25).
Nevertheless, due to lack of consensus on the hysteroscopic
signs of CE, the reliability of this technique for CE diagnosis
is a subject of debate.

In the present study, we aimed to develop a diagnostic
criteria for CE at hysteroscopy. Moreover, we aimed to eval-
uate the effectiveness and reliability of these criteria through
an international randomized-controlled observer study.
Main Findings and Implications

To our knowledge, this was the first attempt at proposing a se-
ries of diagnostic criteria for CE at hysteroscopy. Despite
increased attention to CE by gynecologists, especially those
working in the field of reproductive medicine, we found
only a few studies focused on the clinical-pathologic correla-
tion between hysteroscopic and histologic signs of CE. This
was surprising, because a large number of original articles
on CE have been published over the past 15 years.

The diagnostic criteria on which our Delphi poll–reached
consensus were mainly based on evidence coming from the
literature. Micropolyps, focal hyperemia, and stromal edema
were firstly associated with CE by our group in 2005 (36)
and subsequently confirmed by others (28, 32–35, 41). The
endometrial strawberry aspect, defined as ‘‘large areas of
hyperemic endometrium flushed with white central points,’’
was described by other authors (27). An additional criterion
on which our group reached consensus was the
visualization of ‘‘endometrial hemorrhagic spots.’’ Focal red
areas of endometrium with sharp and irregular borders are a
frequent finding in patients with CE, alone or in association
with other endometrial alterations such as focal hyperemia.
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In this regard, we hypothesize that hemorrhagic spots may
be due to vascular damage caused by chronic inflammation.
Accordingly, an association between CE and vascular
changes was reported by Carvalho et al. (39) in �85% of
patients with CE. In their experience, vascular modifications
were sometimes associated with thrombi or fibrinoid
degeneration of the vessel wall, suggesting a vasculopathy
due to CE.

The international randomized-controlled observer study
found a positive impact of the proposed criteria on observers'
scores in the questionnaire (79.61 � 6.18 points vs. 71.92 �
8.01 points for group A vs. B, respectively, MD þ7.69 [95%
CI 5.16–10.22]; P< .001). Interestingly, our criteria improved
specifically the ability of observers to identify CE, as demon-
strated by higher scores of group A in comparison to group B
for domain 1 (pictures of patients with CE; 41.77 � 3.32
points vs. 34.02 � 4.89 points, MD þ7.76 [95% CI 6.28–
9.24]; P< .001) no difference in the scores for domain 2 (pa-
tients without CE; 37.82� 3.64 points vs. 37.84� 3.93 points,
MD�0.02 [95% CI�1.36–1.31]; P¼ .975). Thus, the increased
number of CE diagnoses among those observers informed
about the diagnostic criteria did not produce a concurrent in-
crease in false-positive diagnosis. Furthermore, the differ-
ences in questionnaire scores in favor of group A were
constant across subgroups, seeming to suggest that the pro-
posed criteria may enhance the recognition of CE by both
less experienced and expert clinicians.

Moreover, observers from group A showed a substantial
agreement in their judgments (ICC 0.78, 95% CI 0.74–0.83),
whereas low agreement was shown by group B (ICC 0.40,
95% CI 0.34–0.48). These data seem to support utility and
adequate reliability of the proposed criteria.
Strengths and Limitations

To the best of our knowledge, this was the first attempt to pro-
pose a list of hysteroscopic diagnostic criteria for CE. The
randomized-controlled observer study was conducted with
the purpose of obtaining a first impression on the effective-
ness and reliability of our proposed criteria, apparently con-
firming their validity. The choice to stratify the
randomization according to physicians' professional position
(specialists and residents) and the enrollment of observers
from different countries were intended to minimize the
impact of professional backgrounds and settings on the re-
sults of the observer study.

This study has two main limitations. First, the 1:1 ratio
between pictures fromwomenwith or without CE in our ques-
tionnaire does not comply with the real prevalence of CE at
hysteroscopy, potentially influencing the observers' scores
for domain 1. Second, the observer study was based on the ex-
amination of digital pictures, so no definitive conclusions on
the clinical applicability of our criteria can be drawn from the
present study.
CONCLUSION
We propose a series of hysteroscopic diagnostic criteria for CE
in women of reproductive age. This classification system
VOL. 112 NO. 1 / JULY 2019
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could serve as ‘‘working formulation’’ and may help to stan-
dardize the terminology and diagnostic criteria for CE in clin-
ical and research fields.

The international randomized-controlled observer study
found a positive impact of our criteria on physicians' ability
to recognize CE. Moreover, the reliability of our criteria was
confirmed by a substantial agreement between observers.
Future clinical studies are needed to confirm the validity
and clinical applicability of the proposed criteria.
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Fertility and Sterility®
Criterios unificados de endometritis cr�onica en histeroscopia: propuesta y evaluaci�on de confiabilidad a trav�es de un estudio
internacional aleatorio controlado observacional

Objetivo: Desarrollar un consenso en los criterios diagn�osticos de la endometritis cr�onica (CE) en histeroscopia (HSC), y evaluar estos
criterios propuestos en un estudio aleatorio-controlado observacional.

Dise~no: revisi�on sistem�atica de estudios que eval�uan la precisi�on de HSC en el diagn�ostico de CE; consenso Delphi en los criterios
diagn�osticos histerosc�opicos de CE; estudio controlado aleatorio observacional para evaluar la reproductibilidad de los criterios
diagn�osticos propuestos.

Escenario: no aplica.

Participante(s): expertos de diferentes países participaron en la revisi�on sistem�atica y contribuyeron al consenso Delphi. M�edicos de
diferentes países participaron en el estudio observacional.

Intervenci�on(es): Despu�es de llegar a un consenso en los criterios diagn�osticos, la encuesta Delphi cre�o un cuestionario con 100
im�agenes de histeroscopia (50 de mujeres con CE [dominio 1] y 50 de mujeres sin CE [dominio 2], con una �unica pregunta por imagen.
(Respuesta A: sugestivo de CE; respuesta B:no sugestivo de CE). Un total de 200 m�edicos fueron invitados a participar en el estudio
observacional. Antes de completar el cuestionario, los m�edicos fueron asignados aleatoriamente a recibir una descripci�on de los criterios
diagn�osticos (grupo A) o no recibir dicha informaci�on (grupo B).

Medida de resultado principal(es): el resultado primario fue comprar las puntuaciones de los cuestionarios de los dos grupos de
observadores. El resultado secundario fue abordar la concordancia inter-observador en el diagn�ostico de CE en cada grupo.

Resultado(s): un total de 126m�edicos completaron el cuestionario (62 en el grupo A y 64 en el grupo B). Los observadores en el grupo A
obtuvieron puntuaciones totales m�as altas comparados con los de del grupo B (p ˂0.001). Específicamente, el grupo A mostr�o una
puntuaci�on promedio mayor en el dominio 1 (P˂0.01), pero no en el dominio 2 (¼.975). Una concordancia sustancial se encontr�o entre
los observadores del grupo A (coeficiente de correlaci�on intercalase [ICC] 0.78), mientras una se encontr�o una concordancia buena entre
los observadores del grupo B (ICC 0.40).

Conclusi�on(es): este estudio aleatorio controlado observacional encontr�o un impacto positivo de nuestros criterios en la habilidad
delos m�edicos de reconocer la CE.
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SUPPLEMENTAL APPENDIX 1

DETAILS ABOUT PATIENTS, THE STRATEGY
FOR PICTURE ACQUISITION, AND CRITERIA
FOR ASCERTAINING THE HISTOLOGIC
DIAGNOSIS OF CHRONIC ENDOMETRITIS.
Digital pictures

Hysteroscopic pictures were obtained retrospectively from
medical records of 50 consecutive women in which CE was
diagnosed (CE Group) and 50 consecutive women in which
CE was excluded (non-CE Group) at histological examination.
All pictures were assigned to an identification number using a
computer random number generator (available online at
https://www.random.org/) and included in the questionaire.
The pictures were recorded by EC.

Patients

We included digital material from normo-ovulatory pre-
menopausal patients with diagnosis of primary or secondary
infertility (defined as the failure to achieve a clinical preg-
nancy after 12 months or more of regular unprotected sexual
intercourse), recurrent pregnancy loss (defined as two or more
consecutive early pregnancy loss before 12 weeks of gesta-
tion) or history of AUB.

Exclusion criteria were: uterine malformations; recent re-
sectoscopic surgery (last three months); previous therapy with
ulipristal acetate [esmya] or selective estrogen modulators;
recent therapy with GnRH-agonists, antagonists or contra-
ceptive pill (last three months); recent IVF cycle (last three
months); intra-uterine manipulation (i.e. endometrial
scratching) during the menstrual cycle in which HSC was per-

formed; histological diagnosis of subacute/acute endome-
tritis, endometrial hyperplasia or carcinoma.

Diagnostic hysteroscopy

All women underwent diagnostic mini-hysteroscopy in the
follicular phase of menstrual cycle. Mini-hysteroscopy was
performed using a lens-based 2.7 mm OD mini-telescope.

Saline was employed to distend the uterine cavity at a
pressure generated by simple drop from a bag suspended 1
m above the patient or by using appropriate pump. A light
source with a xenon bulb, a high definition digital camera
and a video color screen were used. The exploration of the
uterine cavity consisted of a panoramic view of the cavity,
with accurate evaluation of endometrial features. Endome-
trial mucosa was evaluated by facing tangentially the endo-
metrial wall with hysteroscope, in order to better identify
any floating lesions from endometrial surface. All HSC were
performed by E.C..

Histological examination

Just after hysteroscopy, endometrial specimens were collected
using a 3 mm Novak’s curette. Endometrial samples were
fixed in neutral formalin and later embedded in paraffin for
histological analysis. Five-micrometer sections were stained
with haematoxylin-eosin. Histological diagnosis of CE was
based on criteria previously described. For this study, in order
to obtain a less subjective histological evaluation, the
archived paraffin embedded endometrial tissue samples
were examined immunohistochemically (IHC) using CD138
antibodies. CE was defined as the presence of 1–5 plasma
cells/hpf or discrete clusters of <20 plasma cells by CD138
staining.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE 1

Consort flow diagram (for the randomized-controlled observer study).
Cicinelli. Chronic endometritis at hysteroscopy. Fertil Steril 2019.
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